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1. Inttoductlon 

I.plan@rws were introduced by Lindenmayer [3] for the description of the development of filmmtous organ- 

isms. OQWly they were descri’bed in terms of linear arrays of automata, but in Yater works the fol-ahsm was 

changed to the more l@~istical notion of an Lsystem. This gave rise to various filmilies of developmental lan- 
guages with an already fairly developed literature (see, e.g., ref. [4] ,md its rsferexces). 

One ~JQS of Lsystems, the so called OL systems (see, e.g., ref. [‘iI ), differs from context-free grammars in the 
followmg 

(i) There is no terminal alphabet; every string derived in the system is an element of its language. 
(ii) The axiom cf a OL system is a word of length one or more. 
(iii) Productions are always applied simultaneously; in other words if a word derives another word, productions 

are applied to all the letters in it. 
The above diffeasnces, in particular the lack of a terminal alphabet, imply in fact that standard techniques of 

formal !angua@ theory do not apply to OL systems even when standard questions concerning them are asked. A 
particular example of such a question is the decidability of the equivulence problem for OL systems: Is it decidable 
whether two arbitrary OL systems generate the same language? 

In fact, even within the theory of context-free languages, if one abandons the terminal alphabet a number of 
standard questions become more difficult to answer. A particular example of such a question is the decidzbility 
cf the equivalence problem for sentential forms of context-free grammars: 

Is it decidable whether two arbitrary context-free grammars generate the same bet of senterrtial forms? 
Both of the above mentioned problems remained open for quite a long time. Rc cently, Blattner [ 1] proved 

that both of the above problems are undecidable. Her elegant solution to these p~.~blerns is however quite involved 
(it uses the undecidability of the equivalence problem for a-transducers). 

In this note we show very simple direct proofs of the undecidabihty of both of t11e Pbcve problems. The tech- 
nique we USK is similsu to that used in ref. [S]. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of context-free and linear cowteex &-free grarnmar~ (e.g. 
in the scope of Ginsburg f2] ), OL systems [6] and the Post Correspondence Probh m 1 see, e.g., ref. f2! b 

We use-standard formal language notations (as in ref. f2]). 
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Tksstm Z,, The equivalence problarn for OL systems is undecidable. 
mfi Let C be ti alphakt containing at lest twt> letters. Let K * (aI9 l -9 (3r > L = QSl 9 l eeB1 &) be an instance 

of the hwt CwreqxMcnce Problem over the alphabet C. LRt .f~ L = ( V , P U 4t S ), lK L = C IV , P, U R, S ? 
be 62 ~yrtema t, ~a$me V, PI PI, S m defined as in the proof ofkeorem 1 and R = { g + k&Z ) U {D + 1) 3. 
lnJt t(G) den&e the lanwappa of the? 011, system G. Alpdn, f&L) 7t J!i(JK t) if, an13 only if, the given instmrce 
K# L of the Rapt Corraspandence Problem has a solution, Hen& if tie e&ivalencc problem for OL sy\sttems lis 
c&c&l&k -9 so is the Post Correspmdence Problem, But the Pmt Corresponden :e Problem b not decidable and 
so theofern 2 holds. 

‘lke rcgder may bar intdre8ted. to know that anothtr simple solution tr3 the ptobhm dimmed ia this paper was 
(hdQp&ndantl;y) obtainad by A Salom~ [we “On sentential foms of Jzon,tex t-free gunmars” i manwwip t ;o bc 
~b&hed$ 
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